February 7, 2022

ERVIN GRAVES ANNOUNCES G2G ACCELERATOR PROGRAM
Daniel Sauers and Erin McCoy named to newly created positions
Washington—Former U.S. Rep. Tom Graves, President and CEO of Ervin Graves Strategy Group (EGSG)
announced today that the introduction of the G2G Accelerator Program to the firm's government affairs
consulting practice. The program was inaugurated with the addition of graduate students Daniel Sauers and
Erin McCoy, who will function as Research Associates to support the EGSG team across all areas of client
services.
The position of Research Associate is the second newly created role at EGSG over several weeks, underscoring
the firm's expansion through opportunities to cultivate young professionals and provide the added benefit of
support in research and analysis as part of its recently launched Graduate to Government Accelerator (G2G)
program.
“The G2G program will allow EGSG to provide an educational work experience for young professionals while
also providing vital support to the EGSG team and our clients,” said Tom. “We’re excited to grow the office and
provide a steppingstone to a career in government or government affairs to current students and recent
graduates.”
Daniel is a graduate student at George Washington University where he is pursuing a Master of Professional
Studies in Political Management. Dan said, “I am eager to complement my graduate education with the
experience I will gain under the guidance of the Ervin Graves team.”
Daniel began his career in New York City where he served on the crisis management practice of a leading global
public relations firm for over two years. While there, Daniel assisted more than two dozen industry-leading
brands in the healthcare, gaming, social media, cryptocurrency and consumer goods sectors with live issue
response and crisis preparedness planning. Daniel also supported the firm’s expansion into digital analytics and
real-time media monitoring, providing him a unique view into the power of social media, and how a single
tweet can become national news within hours.
Erin is from Des Moines, Iowa and is a first-year Master of Arts student at Johns Hopkins SAIS concentrating in
Security, Strategy, and Statecraft. “I am looking forward to expanding my government relations skills and using
my research experience to support the team,” said Erin.
Currently, Erin’s academic interests has led her to participate in a graduate practicum that is aimed at
advancing the role that artificial intelligence plays in credit scoring algorithms and its effects on women’s
economic participation.
Prior to SAIS, Erin interned in the Operations Center at the U.S. Department of State on the Crisis Management
and Strategy team where she had the opportunity to learn the inner workings of crisis mitigation and response.
###
EGSG is a full-service consulting and government relations firm that works with a broad range of businesses
across every sector. Specializing in federal and state government affairs, strategic communication,
coalition building and the congressional spending process, EGSG has a tradition of success that began in
1987.

